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The sporadic simple groups F,, and F,, of orders 2” . 39 . Y 7 . 1 I . 13 
and Z?l* . 313 . 5” 7 . 11 . 13 . 17 . 23, respectively, are defined by Fischer. 
Each is generated by a conjugacy class of involutions called 3-transpositions, any 
noncommuting pair of which has product of order 3. In another article we 
describe the group Fs2 in terms of a subgroup S10 by assigning names to each 
of the 3510 transpositions which reflect how the S,, acts on them, and we 
compute a full transform table listing ab for any two transpositions a and b. In 
this paper the process is extended to describe the group Fz8 in terms of a sub- 
group S,, . We determine how the S,, acts on the generating transpositions of 
F,, and assign names to them which reflect this action. We then determine 
which pairs of transpositions commute, and when transpositions a and b do not 
commute we compute the conjugate a”, thus completing the transform table. 
The work involved in this paper is similar to that of our other paper, though it 
is considerably more complex. We rely heavily on its techniques and results, to 
which constant reference is made. 
1. THE GRAPH OF TRANSPOSITIONS 
Taking the transpositions of FB as vertices and joining distinct commuting 
pairs, we get the graph r (Fig. I), whose parameters can be deduced 
from Fischer’s work [2]. 
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FIGURE 1 
The eigenvalues of this graph I’(in the sense of [l, Sect. 11) are found by standard 
techniques to be 3510, 351, and -9 with multiplicities 1, 782, and 30,888, 
respectively. 
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FISCHER GROUP i?23 345 
We choose a fixed subgroup Z N S,, in Fz3 . That Fz3 has such a subgroup is 
mentioned by Fischer in a privately circulated note on the Baby Monster group. 
The letters C permutes will be called a, b, c, d, OT, /3, y, 6, X, Y, 2, T or Q, b, c, d, 
e, f, (Y, /I, y, 6, l , F according to the symmetry we wish to display (see Section 3). 
We now determine how ,Z acts on the transpositions of Fz3 . The number of 
orbits is equal to the trace of the restriction to S,, of the permutation character of 
Fz3 on transpositions. This number can be calculated using the character tables 
of Fz3 and S,, as in Hunt [3] and Zia-ud-Din [5], respectively, and is found to 
be 4. 
Let us recall and tabulate the following information from [I] about the action 
of S,, on the transpositions of Fz2 : 
Orbit name Orbit size Representative S,, stabilizer 
il 
B 
c 
45 (4 c-2 x ss 
1575 abcd/c@yS/XY (S, x S, x S,) . 2 
1890 aollb~lcyldS/e~ 25 . ,4, 
The A elements were the transpositions of the S,,, and for the C elements we 
know that the product of aa/b/3/cy/dS/ ee and b/?/aol/cy/dS/ec (= -acu/b/l/cy/dS/ec) 
is the permutation (aa)( 
Since the centralizers of involutions in F= have orders 218 . 3g . 52 . 7 . 11 . 13 
(for the transpositions), 218 . 36 . 5 . 7 . 11, and 2l* . 35 . 5, while the centralizer of 
a transposition in S,, has order 2 g . 34 . 5s * 7, it follows that the 66 transpositions 
of .Z are also transpositions of Fp3 . We subsequently refer to these as A elements. 
Writing ,Xt for the stabilizer in Z of t, we find by arguments directly analogous to 
those in [l, Sect. 21 that in F,, there are 5775 transpositions of type b = abed/ 
olpyS/XYZT such that Zr, E (S, x S, x S,) . S, acting in the obvious way; 
and 20,790 transpositions of type c = aor/b/3/cy/dS/ee/fp, with .Zc ‘u 26 . A, , 
and such that the product of act/bttl/cy/dS/er/fv and bjl/aar/cy/dS/ee/fv (= 
-acu/bj3/cy/dS/er/fv) is the permutation (aa)(b;S)(cy)(dS)(ee)(fF). These types 
will be called B elements and C elements, respectively. Each of these types 
A, B, C (corresponding directly to the A, B, and C elements of F,, as in [l]) 
constitutes an orbit for the action of Z on the transpositions of Fz3 . This leaves 
a single orbit of size 5040 to be identified. 
For a transposition m from this remaining orbit Z;, must be a subgroup of S,, 
of order / S,, j/5040 = 95,040. This group is primitive since its order is divisible 
by 11, and from the list of primitive permutation groups in Sims [4] we see that 
the only possibility for this stabilizer is a group AIra _ We now wish to choose a 
suitable notation. Let PSL,(I 1) act as usual on the 12 symbols co, 0, 1, 2, 3,4, 5, 
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6,7,8,9, 10 (i.e., by maps x + ax + b/cx + d, where ad - bc = 1). Then the set 
(0, 1, 3, 9, 5, 4) has 132 images forming a Steiner system S(5, 6, 12), whose 
automorphism group is MI, . We write M,,(co /012345678910) for this A’,, and 
we write Ml,(a 1 bcd$?y SXYZT) for the group which permutes a, 6, c, d, 01, /3, 
y, 6, X, Y, 2, T in the way the above Ml, permutes co, 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 
9, 10. We choose the name M(a ( bcdq9$XYZT) for the transposition m of 
FB such that Z,,, is the group M&a 1 bcd&GXYZT). Such transpositions will 
be called M elements. For convenience we now tabulate what we have deduced 
above. 
Orbit name Orbit size Representative S,, stabilizer 
-- 
A 66 (4 G x %J 
B 5775 abcd/&-Gi/XYZT (S, x S, x S,) . S, 
c 20790 a~lWlcyl&4fp, 26 . A, 
M 5040 M(ajbcd$+!jXY.ZT) M,,(albcdc&SXYZT) 
Having named the transpositions, we now wish to compute the conjugates tU 
where t and u are any two transpositions of FzT . Toward this end we first find 
how commuting pairs are located in our four orbits A, B, C, M. 
r=846 ‘575 5775 I8 66345 
a.432 1890 
q-2214 x 
6 ‘49 5 
w=2313 C 207go X=576 Y=2 376 5040 m ~639 
FIGURE 2 
The transposition names have been so chosen that Z acts on transpositions by 
its natural permutation of the 12 letters in their names. Thus the action of A 
elements is known and we can determine the structure of the graph r under the 
action of Z (Fig. 2). The indicated values for m, p, q, Y, s, w, x, y, x are computed 
using the equations 18 + p -$- q -tr=6+si-w+x=y+x-:-nz=3510, 
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5775 . p = 5040 . z, 5775 . q = 20,790 . s, 20,790 . x = 5040 . y, and the fact 
that the eigenvalues of the matrix 
i 
45 1575 1890 0 
18 r P 
6s :. 
0.2 ym 
must be eigenvalues of I’. 
We now have the following complete information on numbers of commuting 
pairs: 
(i) for aEA, 
I cmi = 45, j C,(a)l = 1575, 
j c‘&zy = 0. 
(ii) for b E B, 
I C,(W = 18, 
j C,(b)/ = 432. 
(iii) for c E C, 
I CB(b)l = 846, 
I C,(c>l = 6, / C,(c)/ = 615, 
/ C,(c)1 = 576. 
(iv) for m E M, 
I Ch>l = 0, I G(m)1 = 495, 
1 C,(m)\ = 639. 
/ C&l = 1890, 
j C,(b)/ = 2214, 
/ C,(c)\ = 2313, 
1 C,(m)( = 2376, 
When t and u are noncommuting transpositions it is useful to remember the 
relation tU = ut. 
2. THE ACTION OF TRANSPOSITIONS 
Let t be a transposition of Fs3 . Before computing the specific action of t we 
must investigate the orbits of transpositions under & . When neither t nor u is 
an M element, the classification of pairs {t, u} is done in the same way as in [l] 
and the results can be seen in the table. When M elements are involved, famili- 
arity with the group M,, and with the corresponding Steiner system S(5, 6, 12) 
is needed. In this work we found it helpful to make use of the so-called “kitten” of 
Robert Curtis, a diagrammatic device which facilitates the task of identifying 
hexads of S(5,6, 12). A full list of the 132 hexads can be found in this way or in 
the manner mentioned in Section 1. 
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Let M = M(a 1 db/3SaZYcXTy) be a typical M element (the reason for this 
seemingly random choice will become apparent later) and choose any four 
letters a, b, c, d. In the Steiner system S(5, 6, 12) permuted by the S,, stabilizer 
of M, i.e., by the group M&a ( dbf36orZYcXTy) the only hexads containing 
a, b, c, d are {a, b, c, 4 a, 8>, {a, k c, 4 X, Y), {a, b, c, 4 6, Z}, {a, b, c, 4 y, T}. 
Thus the eight letters other than a, b, c, d fall naturally into four couples relative 
to (a, b, c, d}, each couple consisting of two letters which complete {a, b, c, d} 
to a hexad. Now let z, = Vi/ Va/ I’s be a typical B element, where each l’? consists 
of 4 of the 12 letters. Choose one of the blocks Vi of u and consider the coupling 
of the remaining eight letters relative to the four of this block, in the manner 
described above. Such a couple is called broken if its two letters occur in different 
blocks of V. The number of broken couples is independent of the choice of i 
and pairs {M, ZJ} are classified by this number. Thus corresponding to the three 
possible values 0, 2,4 there are three orbits of B elements under the action of the 
S,, stabilizer of M. From the above it is clear that these orbits can be represented 
by abcd/c@XY/y?iZT, abcd/$yG/XYZT, abcd/+SX/~YZT, respectively. 
For the classification of C elements under the action of M,,(a / db/3GaZI’cXTy) 
we first consider the action of this group on partitions of shape 2’j of the 12 
letters, considering such partitions as involutions with cycle structure 2” in S,, . 
Recall that the group Ml2 is quintuply transitive; that it has just two conjugacy 
classes of involutions, their cycle structures being 2‘j and 2414, and that given 
any four points there is a unique involution of type 2414 which fixes each of them. 
The element 6 = (ad)(Xb)(@)(YT)(cZ)(y 01 is in Ml,(a / db/SZYcXTy) and its ) 
centralizer therein is a group 2 PGL,(S) which, acting on the six blocks of 6, 
is doubly transitive. Thus 6 can be “twisted” (i.e., multiplied by a permutation 
of S,, of shape 2218 to give a permutation of shape 27 in just two essentially 
different ways, namely, multiplication by (aX)(db) or (ab)(dX), giving, respec- 
tively, 6, = (ab)(dX)(@)( YT)(cZ)(yol) and 6, = (aX)(bd)(/%)( YT)(cZ)(yol). 
Choose four points a, d, b, c at random; then @m)(SZ)(XY)(yT) is the unique 
involution of type 2414 in M12(u ( db@ctZYcXTy) fixing each of these. Write 
4 = (ad)(bc)(is~)(sZ)(XY)(rT). I- +rom the above remarks each of 6, 6, , 6, , 6, 
represents an orbit for the action of M,,(a / db@xZYcXTy) on 2” partitions. 
The element 6, arises from a 26-clement of this M,, in the manner described in 
just one way, while S, can arise in just three ways. We can see that the orbit 
sizes are 396, 495, 5940, and 1980, respectively, leaving 1584 elements to be 
identified. The partition (ad)(b@@Y)(Tc)(Zy)(ctX) is stabilized in M12(a 1 
dblg&xZYcXTy) by a group A, and so represents the final orbit. Now correspond- 
ing to each 26 partition (ab)(cd)(ef)(gh)(z.j)(kZ) there are two C elements, namely, 
-&b/cd/ef /gh/ij/kZ. Thus an orbit of size n on 26 partitions can give an orbit of 
size 2n on C elements or two orbits each of size n. In fact the only case u-here we 
get two orbits in this way is the case called “invariant under ,4, .” There are 
therefore just six orbits for the action of M,,(a 1 db@Z17cXTy) on C’ elements, 
as shown in the table. 
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Since the group &I,, is quintuply transitive as a permutation group on 12 
letters, each of the M elements M @be), M(ab)W, Mh%bcdX), Mkzb), Mkzbed) 
M(abc)(dX), where M = M(u / &~&xZYcXTy), represents an orbit of M element: 
under the action of M&z j dZ$&ZYcXTy), that is, under the stabilizer of M. 
There is one other orbit best described as follows. In the group Ml = M,,(a / 
&3&ZYcXTy) let L be a maximal subgroup isomorphic to L,( 11). Such L is 
contained in a group PGL,( 11) (its normalizer in S,,) and if g is an element of 
this PGL,(ll) but not in L, then we have Lg = L, Mj # Ml and so 
M, n M,g = L. Taking all conjugates of L, the M elements stabilized by the 
groups Mf which arise in this way form an orbit of size 1 n/r, : L / of M elements 
whose S,, stabilizers intersect M,,(a 1 dZ$&ZYcXTy) in L,(I 1) subgroups. 
This accounts for the remaining 144 M elements. 
Having outlined how to determine the orbits of the transpositions of P2a under 
the action of zt for a representative t of each of the four types A, B, C, M, we 
now discuss how to compute the conjugates ut, where u represents such an orbit. 
If either u or t is an A element, ut is known since (a6) acts on any transposition 
merely by interchanging the letters a and b in its name. The results 
deduced in Section 1 on commutativities, together with commutativities dedu- 
cible from remarks similar to technique (i) of [l, Sect. 51, and mere counting 
arguments, enable us to identify most entries in which ut = u (leaving just two 
possibilities in a few cases). 
Now a direct appeal to the table of [l] yields further information in the 
following way. Suppose u and t are two transpositions of Fz3 such that there 
exists another transposition w which commutes with both u and t. Then u, 
t E CFPJ~) and we know CF2Jw)/(~) N F,, . Let - denotes passage to this 
factor group. Then we have elements P and t in a group F,, and from the table of 
[l] we can read ui. Since U’ = 3, we can deduce the entry ut for the table of Fz3 . 
For example, let u = abcS/oldXY//lyZT and t = abcd/cz/+S/XYZT; then 
taking w = (ZT), we have u = abcS/adXY/jSy, t = abcd/+3yS/XY and the 
table of [I] gives u i = abm//?yXY/dS, from which we deduce ut = abox/ 
,@XY/dSZT. To see what happens when C elements are involved consider, for 
example, s = ab/~$/XYjcy/dZ/SX d an w = (ab). The question arises whether 
s = c+/XYjcy/dZ/SX or -@/XY/cy/dZ/ST and this is equivalent to differen- 
tiating between +s and --s. Here we have freedom of choice, as in technique (iv) 
of [l, Sect. 51, and to be consistent with the table of [l] we choose 
s = o$lXY/cyldZ/ST. 
We now consider how the M elements first arise from the others. Under the 
action of 21t, where t = abcd/&S/XYZT is the typical B element, there is an 
orbit of size 3456 of C elements with s = aol/bfl/cX/dY/yZ/ST as representative. 
From orbit sizes st must either be of type C or M. Since st is invariant under 
permutations of Z that fix both s and t and is not invariant under permutations of 
Z that fix just one of s and t (as in technique (ii) of [I, Sect. 5]), it is clear that no 
C element satisfies the requirements. Thus st must be an M element, that is, it is 
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stabilized in S,, by an Ml, subgroup. We can see a certain amount of this stabil- 
izing Ml, by looking at s and t, and this is sufficient to enable us to find the hexads 
of the Steiner system S(5, 6, 12) permuted by this Ml, . In this way we find that 
the Ml2 we seek is either M&a / dbj3ScxZYcXTy) or M,,(a 1 cb@~2XdYTy), 
and the ambiguity is the usual f ambiguity connected with C elements. Since 
we have already made a decision on this ambiguity in the previous paragraph, 
only one of these possible Mlz’s is consistent with other independently cal- 
culated entries, and M,,(a 1 @~&YZY~XT~) quickly shows itself to be the one 
required. Thus we have st = M(u / db/3GarZYcXTy). 
In computing the action of a typical M element for the final part of 
the table it is convenient, and causes no loss of generality, to choose M == 
M(u 1 d&&ZYcXTy) and compute its action on the other transpositions. The 
relation M = st = tS, where s = aa/b/3/cX/dY/yZ/8T and t = abcd/$ly 8jXYZT 
is helpful. For example, let N = Mtabc) and let us calculate NM. Since M is the 
conjugate of s by t, clearly N is the conjugate of r = bor/+/aX/dY/yZ/BT by t, 
since (abc) fixes t. We wish to compute NM and we have the relations NM = 
(ry = pt. Independent computation shows P = col/a~/bX/dY/yZ/GT and so 
NM is the conjugate of m/a,!JjbXjdY/yZjiST by abcd/c$y SjXYZT, which is 
clearly Mcacb). 
The techniques discussed and illustrated above, used together and in con- 
junction with the techniques of [I, Sect. 51 are sufficient to enable us to compute 
all required tit and thus complete the transform table for Faa . 
3. THE TABLE 
The table is displayed in four parts labeledTables I, II, 111,and IV and showing 
the action of A, B, C, and M elements, respectively, on the class of transpositions 
that generate the group F2a . We choose (ab), abcd/c$y8/XYZT, aol/bp/cy/ 
dS/ec/fv, M(u 1 dbpGaZYcXTy) as typical A, B, C, and M elements, respectively. 
The practice of using a different script in each of the three blocks of the typical 
B element is very helpful in the task of identifying the types of other transposi- 
tions relative to it and this outweighs the disadvantage of having to identify 
X, Y, Z, T with e, E, f, IJI, respectively, when using Table III. 
In each table column 1 gives a representative lement u and column 2 gives the 
size of the orbit so represented under the action of the S,, stabilizer of the acting 
element t. Column 3 gives the transform ut. We write “equal” when u = t and 
“fixed” when ut = u # t. Column 4 (when it exists) gives the type of the repre- 
sentative u in terms of the classifications discussed in Section 2, as an aid to 
finding specific entries. 
Finally let us make some observations which facilitate finding conjugates of 
M elements by t = abcd/@y8/XYZT. The orbit called “2 broken” is 
represented by M and we know that the conjugate Mt is aa/b/3/cXldY/yZjST. 
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TABLE I 
Action of (ab) 
Representative Number Conjugate 
tab) 1 Fixed 
(4 20 (bc) 
(4 45 Fixed 
abcdlc@y8/XYZT 1575 Fixed 
acda/bflyli/XYZT 4200 bcda/a/3yS/XYZT 
ablcd/.+/yS/XY/ZT 1890 Fixed 
ac/bdlor#!lySIXY/ZT 18,900 bc/adloi/3/yGIXYIZT 
M(a / bcdcQy8XYZT) 5040 M(b I acd+ySXYZT) 
TABLE II 
Action of abcd/@yGIXYZT 
Representative Number Conjugate Type 
- 
abcdl@yS/XYZT 1 Equal 
abcd&?yX/6YZT 48 @X) 
abcd/apXY/ySZT 54 Fixed 
abc6/+dXlyYZT 576 Fixed 
abcGloldXY/pyZT 1728 abcn/fiyXY/dtiZT 
ab&$yX/dYZT 128 abcXla/iyd/SYZT 
abyGlcdXY/abZT 216 Fixed 
abyG/colXYldpZT 1296 ablc/3ldmlySIXYIZT 
abmX/c@yY/dSZT 1728 ablfiy/ZTlm/dXISY 
ab/cd/or,k?/yS/XYIZT 54 Fixed 
ablcdl+/yX/SY/ZT 1296 abyYlcd8X/@ZT 
a=lb~lySlcXldY/ZT 5184 w@dlyS/Ya/Xb/ZT 
aJilb/3lcX/dYlyZIGT 3456 M(a 1 db/SaZYcXTy) 
ablcdlaX@Y/yZ/ST 432 Fixed 
nblu/3IXY/cyldZIGT 1728 abyZl@TclXYGd 
ablq9/XYlcylGT/dZ 1728 Fixed 
ablmldXI/9YlyZIST 6912 abldalcX@ZBZ/6Y/yT 
(4 18 Fixed 
(aa) 48 orbcdlafly8lXYZT 
M(a I db/3YorZGcyTX) 432 Fixed 
M(a ! db@hZYcXTy) 3456 an/b~lcX/dY/yZ/GT 
M(a / &XSaZYq3Ty) 1152 M(c I daaSXZYb,8Ty) 
400/040/004 
400/031/013 
400/022/022 
310/121/013 
310/112/022 
310/031/103 
220/202/022 
220/112/112 
211/121/112 
0, 0, 0 
090, 2 
2, 290 
2, 2, 2 
0, 0,4 
1, 1, 1 
1, 1, 1 
1, 1, 3 
- 
- 
0 broken 
2 broken 
4 broken 
481/46/w 
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TABLE III 
Action of aa/b,C3/cy/dS/ec/fp, 
Representative 
Ma 
Wa 
Mb 
Mb 
Mb I 
- 
ubcSydq3ep?f) 
ab/?cfeySvde) 
ab@cefyS.sdv) 
barypde,Gf) 
dbcypdeorsf) 
Number 
1 
1 
60 
160 
160 
360 
1440 
1920 
1152 
1152 
1152 
1152 
240 
2880 
640 
640 
7680 
15 
360 
1440 
960 
120 
480 
480 
1920 
6 
60 
192 
240 
384 
384 
2880 
960 
Conjugate Type 
Equal 
Fixed 
(ef) 
a4WvlWe~lf~ 
Fixed 
Fixed 
b/G3~/cdef/aaye 
abca/fidef/yScqz 
~4W4@lf~le~ 
4W4l44f~l~~ 
~4Wwld4wf~ 
Fixed 
~W+l4~~leflw 
M(S I brpfcdmflaye) 
iWwl+flfldd~e 
Fixed 
4W~dh4f~l~~ 
Fixed 
aade/bgeS/cyfp 
~4Wwl4Wf~ 
M(a 1 db/lfwScyve) 
Fixed 
aaSclb@dp?lcyef 
Fixed 
4ctWdWf~lep, 
Fixed 
W~iWvlW4f~ 
Fixed 
M(/3 / bacsydraepf ) 
Fixed 
M(a / bSccdeFayp?f) 
4l~biecl~+~lfd 
abeSl&f/deyp 
2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2 
2, 2,2, 2, 2, 2 
2, 2, 2, 2, 4 
2, 2, 2, 6 
2, 2, 2, 6 
2, 2, 4, 4 
2,2,8 
2, 4, 6 
2, 10 
2, 10 
2, 10 
2, 10 
4, 4, 4 
4, 8 
6, 6 
6, 6 
12 
0, 0, 0 
0, 0, 2 
2, TO 
2, 2, 2 
(40, 4 
1, 1, 1 
1, 1, 1 
l,1,3 
- 
26 in M 
2414 twisted 
Inrt. under A, 
Invt. under A6 
2” twisted 
2” twisted 
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TABLE IV 
Action of M(a / d&&ZYcXT~) 
Representative 
M(a I db@aZYcXTy) 
M(b 1 dc@aZYuXTy) 
M(b 1 ca@aZYdXTy) 
M(b 1 Xc@orZYduTy) 
M(b 1 du@orZYcXTy) 
M(b ( ac@kZYdXTy) 
M(b / Xc@aZYadTy) 
M(a / d@YXybGZcT) 
Cab) 
abcd/n/?XY/ySZT 
abcdlafiy8lXYZT 
abcd/uy8X@YZT 
ad/Xb/,G/YT/cZ/ya 
ad/bc/@/SZ/XY/yT 
ab/dX//B/YT/cZ/yor 
aX/bd//?S/YT/cZ/ya 
adlbfl/6 Y/ Tc/Zy/aX 
nd/b@Y/Tc/nX/Zy 
Number Conjugate 
---. -- -__---- 
1 Equal 
440 M(c I da@mZYbXTy) 
495 Fixed 
1.584 a/?/b8/cT/dZ/yY/nX 
66 Cab) 
990 aclbdla,t3lyTIGZIXY 
1320 abcY/pyZX/nGdT 
144 Fixed 
66 M(b j da@aZYcXTy) 
495 Fixed 
3960 un/b&X/dY/yZ/ST 
1320 M(c j dau8/3ZYbXTy) 
192 Fixed 
990 M(c ( ba@aZYdXTy) 
11,880 aXlbdlc/3laZ/GT/yY 
3960 aScY/~ydX/abZT 
1584 Fixed 
1584 M(a ( bcGXTq3dYyZ) 
TYPO 
i 
W) 
(ab)(cd) 
(abcdX) 
Cab) 
(abed) 
(~W(dX) 
Meets in L,( 11) 
- 
0 broken 
2 broken 
4 broken 
2” in M 
241” twisted 
2” twisted 
2s twisted 
Invt. under A, 
Invt. under A, 
We can see how this C element arises by looking at the coupling, relative to each 
block of t, of the remaining eight letters (as discussed earlier in Section 2). 
{a, b, c, d) gives the coupling a/3, XY, SZ, yT; {iu, /3, y, S} gives ab, cY, dX, ZT and 
{X, Y, Z, T} gives up, ba, cd, y 6. Notice that each letter I appears just once in a 
broken couple Zm, and each m appears in precisely one unbroken couple mn. 
The block In occurs in the C element Mt. This determines the conjugate Mt to 
within order of blocks (i.e., sign) and this f question can be decided by trans- 
forming again by t. For the type “4 broken” one may list the couplings in the 
same way, relative to each block of t, but now with the Steiner system of the 
group M,,(a / dbXSctZYc/3Ty). The 12 hexads so listed belong to just two 
Steiner systems S(5,6, 12). One of these is that of the MI, group just mentioned 
and the other is that of its conjugate by t. 
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